In this tutorial, we give the audience a coherent overview of the research of question answering (QA). We first introduce a variety of QA problems proposed by pioneer researchers and briefly describe the early efforts. By contrasting with the current research trend in this domain, the audience can easily comprehend what technical problems remain challenging and what the main breakthroughs and opportunities are during the past half century. For the rest of the tutorial, we select three categories of the QA problems that have recently attracted a great deal of attention in the research community, and present the tasks with the latest technical survey. We conclude the tutorial by discussing the new opportunities and future directions of QA research.
INTRODUCTION
Developing a Question Answering (QA) system to automatically answer natural-language questions has been a long-standing research problem since the dawn of AI, for its clear practical and scientific value. For instance, whether a system can answer questions correctly is a natural way to evaluate a machine's understanding of a domain. Providing succinct and precise answers to informational queries is also the direction pursued by the next generation of search engines that aim to incorporate more "semantics", as well as the basic function in digital assistants like Siri and Cortana. The tutorial starts from the historical background, but puts more emphasis on recently emerging approaches, such as leveraging structured and semi-structured information sources, in addition to a large-scale corpus. We select three categories of the QA problems that have recently attracted a great deal of attention in the research community. The first two categories regard answering factoid questions, where the main difference of the problem settings is the information source used for extracting answers. QA with knowledge base aims to answer natural language questions using real-world facts stored in an existing, large-scale database. Examples of the most recent KB-based QA sys-Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. tems include [1, 2, 4, 18, 22, 25, 24] . The representative approach for this task is to develop a semantic parser (of questions), which is the main focus. Other approaches like text matching in the embedding space and those driven by information extraction are also discussed. The other category, QA with the Web [3, 7, 11, 19, 17] , targets answering questions using mainly from the facts extracted from general text corpora derived from the Web. In addition to the common components and techniques used in this setting, including passage retrieval, entity recognition and question analysis, we also introduce latest work on how to leverage and incorporate additional structured and semi-structured data to improve the performance. The third category of the QA problems that we highlight is the non-factoid questions. Due to its broad coverage, we briefly cover three exemplary topics: story comprehension [15] , reasoning questions [21, 12] and paragraph QA [10] .
This tutorial aims to present the current state of research in the emerging question answering field. After the completion of the tutorial, the expected learning outcomes are:
1. The audience will acquire the basic understanding and overview of the emerging topics of question answering.
2. The audience will learn and understand some of the current research work, as well as industry practices using IR, NLP and ML techniques in question answering. The audience will also be able to incorporate some aspects of what has been learned into their own work.
3. The audience will be able to identify a few research directions that could have big impact in the near future.
RELEVANCE
The topic of Question Answering is timely for the IR community. QA has again emerged in the past few years, as the trend in the web development and growth is clearly to make search results more semantic. Many research papers published in SIGIR [11, 19] , WWW [16, 17, 20] and ACL [2, 3, 5, 23, 24] studied QA-related problems in-depth recently.
To our knowledge, no recent Question Answering tutorial has been delivered in related venues, such as SIGIR, WWW and ACL. Earlier tutorials on corpus-based QA methods were presented by Sanda Harabagiu and Dan Moldovan in NAACL-2001 [9] and by Jimmy Lin and Boris Katz in EACL-2003 [13] . Tutorials dedicated to the IBM Watson system were given more recently [8, 6] , although they did not intend to cover more general topics in QA research. In a related WWW-2015 tutorial titled "An Introduction to Entity Recommendation and Understanding" [14] , the presenters Hao Ma and Yan Ke briefly introduced Question Answering in the context of Entity Recommendation and Understanding. In comparison, this tutorial covers more in-depths introduction to QA-related problems and solutions. Part IV. Non-Factoid Question Answering.
FORMAT AND DETAILED SCHEDULE
• Story comprehension (e.g., MC-Test)
• Reasoning questions (e.g., bAbI dataset & task)
• Paragraph QA (e.g., quiz bowl competition) Part V. Conclusion.
• Summary of the tutorial
• Directions of future research
